
Forecast, track, 
and exceed  
with ScoreBoard

Duetto’s innovative revenue forecasting software allows hotels, 
casinos, and resorts to create accurate day-level forecasts  
in minutes. 

Seriously increase your RevPAR Index
Fully deployed Duetto customers experience a significant rise in RevPAR. The average lift is +6.5%.

Revenue forecasting in minutes
Set month-level revenue forecasts for  
every segment. Create daily custom  
forecasts automatically with Duetto’s 
SmartSpread technology.

Analytics for far-reaching forecasting 

Generate projections for up to 5 years and 
streamline forecast and budget processes  
across properties with Template workflows.

First glance data visualization
Easily spot patterns and trends in your  
hotel’s data at a glance. 

No tedious data entry 

Our SmartSpread Technology eliminates  
endless manual data entry, freeing up  
valuable time. 

Diagnose it. Solve it
Switch between macro and micro level  
insights effortlessly to focus on individual 
properties or entire portfolios. 

Unique reporting and forecasting 
Using visual, real-time reports and forecasting 
tools, you’ll easily create customized insights 
into your business metrics. 



Optimize your revenue reporting  
with our customizable intelligence
Insight reporting that is quick, easy, and accurate

Duetto makes generating reports and insights quick and easy.  
Empower your revenue professionals to focus on strategy while  
Duetto creates and distributes revenue reports.

Quickly build customized reports

Customizable dashboard views help revenue managers view forecasts  
and budgets in Summary or Segment level views. Easily format and  
export reports internally or with third-party systems.

Loyalty reporting that counts

Duetto’s suite of products provides complete visibility into room  
and non-room spend per loyalty segment, helping you understand 
customer lifetime value and strategize your segmentation accordingly.

More data, more informed

Duetto keeps you fully informed by ingesting the most comprehensive 
data set available in an RMS, including web shopping, booking and 
reservation data, and competitor information.



Innovative budgeting, forecasting,  
and reporting software for  
hospitality businesses 
ScoreBoard gives hotels the power to improve forecast  
accuracy with daily segment forecasts, allowing them  
to bridge the gap between commercial strategy and  
operations planning

An innovative tech stack that works together for  
better revenue management

Together with GameChanger for pricing and BlockBuster 
for group bookings, ScoreBoard is part of an award-winning 
suite of SaaS products that give hoteliers the power to deploy 
modern pricing strategies and agile distribution which, in 
turn, maximize revenue and profit.

• Duetto ingests more data than any other RMS, taking on 
board competitor data, regrets and denials, booking and 
reservation data, reviews, and comments.

• Using AWS multi-tenant cloud architecture, updates are 
pushed automatically, putting users on the latest version, 
eliminating downtime, and eradicating the need for  
costly upgrades.

duettocloud.com/scoreboard

“It certainly captures the data that we need  
and gives you a very accurate perspective.”

Raúl Leal, CEO of Virgin Hotels

Created by hoteliers,  
for hoteliers.


